Associate AI Engineer Technical Mock Test
September 2021
Deadline: Thursday, 01-09-2021, 1900hrs
Submissions after the deadline will not be accepted. Please submit the
completed assessment early to ensure a smooth submission process.
This technical assessment consists of the following two main tasks:
1. Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA)
2. End-to-end Machine Learning Pipeline
The assignment project objective is:
To predict who will survive the Titanic crisis
Please attempt all requirements stated in the following sections and package a submission in zipped file
formatting containing the deliverables specified.
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1. Data Description
File download URL:
https://www.kaggle.com/c/titanic/data
Data Summary:
This dataset on Titanic disaster is commonly used for data mining training and demonstration.
On April 15, 1912, during Titanic maiden voyage, the widely considered “unsinkable” RMS Titanic sank
after colliding with an iceberg. Unfortunately, there weren’t enough lifeboats for everyone onboard,
resulting in the deaths of many passengers and crew.
The objective here is to predict who will survive the Titanic crisis.
This dataset provides basic demographic info for individual onboard Titanic.
Attributes:
Features

Description

survival

Survival, 0 = No, 1 = Yes

pclass

Ticket class, 1 = 1st, 2 = 2nd, 3 = 3rd

sex

Gender

Age

Age in years

sibsp

Number of siblings / spouses aboard the Titanic

parch

Number of parents / children aboard the Titanic

ticket

Ticket number

date_time

hour of the data collected in local time

Fare

Passenger fare

cabin

Cabin number

embarked

Port of Embarkation,
C = Cherbourg, Q = Queenstown, S = Southampton

Instructions:
Please make reasonable assumptions and explain the rationale of the assumptions based on the data
provided and problem statement stated.
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2. Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA)
Using the dataset provided, perform an EDA and create an interactive notebook that can be used present
and explain the findings of your analysis. (Python or R programming language preferred.)
The EDA report should contain appropriate and sufficient visualisations and explanations to help assessors
understand how insights are derived, as well as their implications on the design of your machine learning
models. All analysis related to data preparation, input selection and feature engineering should also be
included in the EDA.
Deliverable:
1. EDA Notebook in Python or R Programming Language: an executable `.ipynb` or `.Rmd` file with
the exact naming convention as follows: - `eda.ipynb` / `eda.Rmd`.
2. Other programming languages are also allowed, but please make sure that all codes are included,
with the results and findings write-up shown together with the codes. All scripts included should
be running properly.
3. Please provide a copy of the Jupyter notebook or Rmd in pdf format as well.
4. Please make sure the EDA notebook is neat and well structured, and insights presented are
focused and well-summarized.
5. Do not submit more than 20 pages (A4 size) for your EDA notebook submission. Additional
information (beyond the 20 pages) can be included as Appendix in your submission, but Appendix
will not be included for assessment.
6. The following is an example of folder structure to be delivered:
├──
│
│
├──
├──
├──
├──
├──
└──

src
├── dataprep
└── model
saved_model
README.md
eda.ipynb / eda.Rmd
eda.pdf
requirements.txt / packrat.lock
run.sh

Evaluation:
You will be assessed on the clarity of visualisations, depth of insights, presentation flow and structure of
your analysis.
If you are shortlisted for the interview, you are expected to be able to explain the thought processes and
decisions you made throughout the analysis, and to demonstrate that you understand the underlying
machine learning concepts. You may be requested to run your EDA notebook during the interview, so
please make sure the EDA notebook is able to run on your laptop.
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3. End-to-end Machine Learning Pipeline
Design and create a simple machine learning pipeline that will ingest/process the filtered dataset and feed
it into appropriate machine learning algorithm(s), returning suitable metrics and outputs.
Deliverables:
1. A folder named `src` containing Python modules/classes or R scripts, or other programming
language scripts. Note that Python or R programming language is preferred, but other languages
are acceptable; all codes must be well structured and documented for readability and can run
successfully.
2. An executable bash script `run.sh` at the base folder of your submission.
3. A `requirements.txt` file or `packrat.lock` file, or equivalent, at the base folder.
4. A `README.md` file that sufficiently explains the pipeline design and its usage. You are required
to explain the thought process behind your submitted pipeline in the README.
5. The README is expected to contain the following:
a. Full name (as in NRIC) and email address.
b. Overview of the submitted folder and the folder structure.
c. Include information about the programming language (with version) used, the run
environment prerequisite (including os platform and version) and the list of libraries or
packages (with version) required for both the EDA and pipeline in the submission.
d. Overview of key findings from the EDA conducted and the choices made in the pipeline
based on these findings, particularly any feature engineering.
e. Instructions for executing the pipeline and modifying any parameters.
f.

Description of logical steps/flow of the pipeline. If you find it useful, please feel free to
include suitable visualization aids (e.g. flow charts) within the README.

g. Explanation of your choice of models for each Machine Learning task.
h. Evaluation of the models developed. All metrics used in evaluation should be explained.
i.

Other considerations for deploying the models developed.

j.

Do not submit more than 10 pages (A4 size) for your `README.md` submission.
Additional information (beyond the 10 pages) can be included as Appendix in your
submission, but Appendix will not be included for assessment.
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Pipeline Requirements/Specifics:
1. All codes for the pipeline must be submitted. Codes submitted must be structured with welldefined functions, with good documentation.
2. A bash script named `run.sh` to run the aforementioned modules/classes/scripts. DO NOT submit
a Windows batch (`*.bat`) script in replacement of the bash script.
3. DO NOT install your dependencies in the `run.sh`; this will be taken care of when we assess the
assignment if you have created your `requirements.txt` correctly.
4. Relevant training/evaluation metric(s) outputs to be generated upon completion.
5. Pipeline made easily configurable to enable easy experimentation of different algorithms and
parameters, as well as different ways of processing data (e.g. use of a config file, environment
variables, or command line parameters).
6. Python and R Programming Language are preferred for the submission. For Python, use only
versions 3.7 and above. For R, use only versions 4.0 and above.
7. Other programming languages are also allowed, but all scripts must be running properly.
8. Please make sure that the pipeline codes can be executable successfully. README.md should
include clear and comprehensive setup/running instruction.
9. Include at least one saved model in the folder “saved model” from your pipeline output
10. DO NOT include the original raw data file in your submission.
11. The following is an example of folder structure to be delivered:
├──
│
│
├──
├──
├──
├──
├──
└──

src
├── dataprep
└── model
saved_model
README.md
eda.ipynb / eda.Rmd
eda.pdf
requirements.txt / packrat.lock
run.sh

Evaluation:
You will be assessed on the quality of your code in terms of clean separation of functionality, ease of use
and readability. Code reusability between the tasks will be viewed favourably.
If you are shortlisted for the interview, you are expected to be able to explain the thought processes and
decisions you made throughout your code, and to demonstrate that you understand the underlying
machine learning concepts. You may be requested to run your pipeline during the interview, so please
make sure the scripts are able to run on your laptop.
@end
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